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CM/ALM PIONEER CONTINUES TO INNOVATE

Ottawa, ON, Canada.  Neuma Technology today celebrates its 20th Anniversary – 20 years dedicated 
to the excellence of Configuration Management (CM) and Application Lifecycle Management (ALM).

In May, 1990, Neuma was formerly incorporated after years of work to build up the framework for its 
now, 4th Generation CM product, CM+.  Originally, CM+ was marketed as STS, reflecting Neuma's STS 
Engine technology and architecture which is at the core of CM+.  In the mid '90s, Neuma moved to the 
CM+ product name and adopted the stylish windmill logo.

Over the 20 years, and even years prior, Neuma and its founder, Joe Farah, have pioneered many CM 
capabilities including Updates (Change Packages), Stream-based development, Seamless Integration 
of ALM Applications, Synchronous Multiple Site Operation, and Dynamic and Interactive Customizable 
Dashboards.  And Neuma has no plans to stop there.

“We're continuing to focus on ease-of-use in CM tools, and on capability for higher levels of 
management, and especially product managers”, says Farah.  “We're approaching the time when CM 
is to start reaching out beyond development teams – everyone needs CM – so that's where we're 
headed.”

As well, Neuma plans to start marketing it's state-of-the-art STS Engine as an integrated Hybrid 
Repository, Process Engine and GUI Generation Capability product.  In fact, their ambitious goals 
include going up against the relational database giants.  Towards this goal, Neuma is currently working 
to development an eXtremely Rapid Application Development (XRAD) capability that will allow same 
day generation of management applications from a specification.

“This is just Agile to the extreme.  Applications are built from components – we just use much higher 
level components and start from a much higher playing field – the STS Engine,” comments Farah. The 
technology has been used only in it's CM+ product and for in-house applications to date.  Neuma feels 
the time is right to widen the market for its technology.

Expect good things down the road.  Congratulations to Neuma on 20 Years of Technology Excellence.

Neuma Technology Inc. is a pioneer and leader in providing advanced Configuration Management 
technology.  Its flagship product, CM+ Enterprise, first released in 1991, provides end-to-end 
Application Lifecycle Management in a small footprint, easily customized package. 
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